
When it's an emergency condenser repair ...
Reach for an AEROVOX MIDGET
... as well as a "Lucky"!
DpeECAUSE those handy little electrolytics
LA are general utility condensers in every
sense of that term.  Small enough fo fit in

fight places, particularly crowded AC -DC mid-
get set chassis. Convenient enough, with
mounting flanges that can be easily broken off if
not needed, to be permanently installed any-
where.  Inexpensive enough to be used for the

average run of service trade.  Good enough
to be fully dependable.
Startling developments in the electrolytic con-
denser art have made these units possible. De-
spite their extreme compactness (unit shown is a
dual -section 4-4 mfd. 525 -volt peak size) nothing
is skimped or sacrificed for a thoroughly reliable,
long -life profitable repair job. Just install them
-and forget them.

NEW CATALOG 1936 Edition just issued contains more
ipages, more varety, more value than

ever before. Four pages devoted to enact duplicate replacements.
Gef your copy from local AEROVOX jobber, or from us direct.

AEROVOX CORPORATION
70 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N, Y.

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities

Radio Editors of
magazines and he

are hereby
given permission .
reprint in whole or
in part, with proper
credit to the Aeravax
Corporation, the con
tents of this issue of
the Aerovox Research

Worker.
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lished to bring to
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menter and Engineer
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fences for radio work.
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Laws of Alternating Currents
PART 2

By the Engineering Department, Aerovox Corporation

Last month's problem and its solu-
tion have been found to be rather
complicated. It is possible to simplify
the work greatly by means of another
algebraic method which avoids the
continuous change from series circuit
to equivalent parallel circuit and vice
versa Moreover this method employs
laws which are similar to the laws
employed for d.c. circuits. In this in.
stallment it is proposed to clarify this
method and to solve the same prob-
lem as last month for purposes of
omparison.
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Readers may have observed that for
each step in last month's calculation
vector diagrams could be drawn and
that the whole problem could be
solved graphically by drawing the vec-
tors to scale. The one drawback to
such a procedure would be that in
some instances the paper would be
too small and the construction would
be inaccurate if one vector were sev-
eral hundred or thousand times a
long as another. We can however ob.s
tain the same result algebraically by a
system which might be compared with
bookkeeping. As an example let us
return to the problem of the ship.

Figure 1 is a reproduction of last
month's figure 1. A ship sails North
at a speed of 10 knots; there is a cur-
rent which makes the ship move west-
ward at the rate of three knots. The
resultant speed and direction is found
as before. The two components of the
resultant happen to be at right angles
to each other and M the new method
it is a rule to express each vector as
the stun (vectorial sum) of two vector
components which lie along two per-
pendicular axes. The position of these
axes has been chosen for greatest
convenience. In such a notation the
resultant velocity of our ship would
be written

Vs-N. 10 knots+W. 3 knots

It is true that this notation does not
show immediately the absolute magni-
tude of the speed nor the direction,
but these two quantities can be found
immediately from the above expres-
sion whereas the form of the equation
lends itself to the addition of vectors.
Suppose a man walks on the ship from
stern to stem (going North) at a rate
of two nautical miles per hour, or,
two knots, what is the direction and
speed of the man with respect to the
ocean? In our system of notation, the
speed of the man with respect to the
ship would be written as "No. 2 knots"
because it happens to be along one of
the axes and does not have to be re.
solved into components. The speed of
the man with respect to the water is
now found by adding the expression
for the speed of the man and that for
the speed of the ship, which gives the
resultant

V = N. 10 ± 2 knots + W. 3 knots =

= N. 12 knots + W. 3 knots.

The vector diagram of Figure 2
shows that this is true.

When two vectors are to be added,
when both make an oblique angle with
each one of the axes it is necessary to
resolve both of them into components
and to add components along the same
axis. For example, consider an air.
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plane flying at 100 miles an hour in a
Northwesterly direction with respect
to the surrounding air. This air, how-
ever, moves at a velocity of 40 m.p.h.
in a Southwesterly direction and the
airplane takes part in both motions.
What is the direction and the velocity
of the airplane?
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Although it is not essential, suppose
the axes in the direction N - S and
E - W are retained. The speed of the
airplane must then be resolved into
Meo.n components, one towards the
North and one towards the West and
this would be written
Va = N. 71 m.p.h. + W. 71 m.p.h.

and similarly
Vw = S. 28 m.p.h. + W. 28 m.p.h.
The vector sum of the two is found

by adding the components along the
N -S axis and those along the E -W
axes separately:

V = N. 43 m.p.h. ± W. 99 m.p.h.
This problem has been illustrated in

Figure 3. When the absolute speed is
required, it is found from the well
known Pythagorean theorem

V43I +992 = 1/11,650 = 108 m.p.h.

and the direction is given by the
angle a

hent1 = 66°36'
43

Vectors representing electrical quan-
tities are treated the same way and
since there is no North or South here,
the directions are chosen for greatest
convenience. Resistive components

axis reac-
tive components along the V axis. It
is necessary, when writing expressions
for vectors, to mark the ones along X
and Y axes so that the proper terms
will be added and there be no possi-
bility of mixing them. For reasons to
be explained later it is customary to
write a j in front of the reactive com-
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ponent. As long as the problem con-
tains nothing but additions this j need
not be considered anything but a
marker, to prevent one from adding
terms with a j to terms without a
For example, in the coupling circuit
between the stages of an amplifier
there might be a condenser in series
with a choke (see Figure 4). Suppos-
ing the condenser to have a capacity
of .1 mid and a resistance of 2 ohms,
the choke having an inductance of 400

henries and a resistance of 5000 ohms.
what is the total impedance at 400
cycles?

It has become a convention to call
a reactive component positive when it
represents inductive reactance or the
voltage across an inductance. Simi-
larly, capacitive reactance or the volt-
age across a condenser will be marked
by -j in our notation. Vectors repre-
senting current are just the opposite.
A current through a condenser would
be considered positive and through an
inductance negative. That this must
be so is easily understood when one
remembers that vectors are rotating
in an anti -clockwise direction. A volt-

:fair7srr=alicc'9°cr'Zarc1cr troUg/itlah

Fig. 4

vector diagrams of voltages are made,
the current vector is generally the ref-
erence vector so that the voltage vec-
tor must be made positive to be 90
degrees in the lead. Vector diagrams

have the impressed voltage
aa a reference vector so, M an induc-
tive circuit when the current lags be -
hi d, the vector must be drawn the
other way and in the notation it isnegative.

Returning to the problem

Zr-5000 +3 6.28 X400 X 400 OHMS
-5000+j 10,060,000 OHMS

4- 2-3 6.28 X400 X.1 2 j400 OHMS

The impedance of the two in series is
then

Z= 5002 +j 10,05000 OHMS

This is still in its vector notation.
When writing the scalar value for the
same impedance it is necessary to dis-
tinguish the symbol from the one
representing the vector value. In many
engineering texts, the scalar value is
indicated by the same letter but placed
between two vertical lines:

iZie1/50022+10,036,0002=10,056,000approx

This is the same impedance as the
one in the previous equation but here
we are concerned with its absolute
value only without regard to its direc-
tion. From the above it should be
clear that the addition of vectors does
not offer any difficulties.

oThe next probbleem is to solve net -

When resistances are in parallel we
can find the resultant resistance easily
by the equation

R

The idea is now to give the letter j
such a value that it will enable us to
use the same formulas for arc. circuits
as were used for d.c. circuits. This
applies to formulas for parallel cir
cuits as well as Ohm's Law. It is be-
yond the scope of this article to show
all the reasons for giving to j the
value it has but we quote only one.
A vector along the X-axis, that is, a
resistive impedance would be indicated
by the notation x. Rotating this vec-
tor 90 degrees ahead can be accom-
plished by multiplying it with j, be-
cause jx would be a reactive imped-
ance, 90 degrees ahead of x. Then
multiplying the vector again by j
should again result M rotating it 90
degrees ahead and it becomes resistive
again, it is now negative and would
be written - x. Thus, twice multiply-
ing by i is equivalent to multiplying
by -1 therefore

j0.71 j .\1

It so happens that when j is given
this value, the laws for parallel cir-
cuits are the same as those used in
the. circuits and Ohm's Law can be
aplied in the same way. Keeping in

ind only that jt can be replaced by
-I the rest is just ordinary algebra.
In algebraic textbooks, terms involv-
ing the imaginary value are using the
letter i and this is also employed in
mechanical engineering. Electrical e
gineers have to use j because the let-
ter i M already widely used to denote
the current.

Here is an example of the solution
of parallel circuits and the use of
Ohm's Law. Figure 5 shows the dia-
gram of a tube having a bias resistor
of 2000 ohms bypassed by a condenser
of 8 mid. Neglecting the resistance
of the condenser, what is the Imped-
ance of the parallel circuit and what is
the phase angle between current and
voltage?

Applying the formula for parallel
circuits:

Zeri -j 200 OHMS Za= 2000 OHMS

Z -2'2°°01 o 22200°° - -'042,70,,. OHMS

A - 01'4a21

This form has to be simplified to the

general
forma + jb and that is sl-

ays possible. In order to remove the
term coMaining j from the denomina-
tor, multiply both the denominator
and numerator by 20 + j 2, which is
called the conjugate impedance of the
one shown in the denominator.

=4000(20+j 2)
7- (20-32)(20+j2)

80.0003 - 8000.12
202-j2 22

3000;,!,,80:t 000 _ 8004 0 80,00400
Z=

-19.8-j 198 OHMS

121e V 19.82+1981= 199 OHMS

and the phase angle between current
and voltage is given br

0 =horn I,;18= tan -4-10- 84.18.

Note that the angle is negative
which means that the voltage lags be-
hind the ent. If the angle was
found fromcurr the vectors representing
the current, the angle would be found
to be positive because the current is
ahead of the voltage. This can be
shown by applying Ohm's Law to the
result and figuring out the current.
The phase angle with respect to the
reference vector (which is the voltage
across the combination) will then be
found positive and, of course, it will
be the same.

E C(158+3198)
19.5-3198 19.82+1982
6- .000505E +j .00505E AbA

and the phase angle

b=lion .:0°07:zt =ton '10,84.15'

These examples demonstrate that
the chosen value of j makes it possible
to employ the same laws for are. cir-
cuits which are in use for d.c. circuits.
When the correct signs are given to
vectors at the beginning of the prob-
lem the results will automatically
show theagnitude and direction of
the desiredmvector.

Returning now to last month's filter
problem Figure 6 again shows the
same filter with the same constants.
Note that the calculation which fol-
lows is now much shorter and gives
the same answe Due to the fact
that some of themumbers have been
approximated, rounded off, a small
discrepancy was expected. Incident-
ally, multiplication of the large num-
bers has been done with logarithms
which meant approximating the num-

bers to four or five significant figures.
This has been done with the problem
of last month and this month and
this work is not shown here.

The first operation is to combine
the branches A, B, and C, and add
them to impedance D. It is done easi-
est by first combining branches A and
C because they are both resistive.

zo->

The impedance of Zabc M found in
accordance with the principles ex-
plained above:

Ze 5000 X 500,000
Zq+Ze 505,000

=4950.5 OHMS

2,- -j 166 OHMS

z7 =A:+ 7z: 4=49T655(015,6-;0:6) OHMS

multiplying and denomina-toli,(10i

4950.5 (15-j 166)(4965.5 +3166)

4950.5 (15X 496.5.5+166495056166)
2468 X10a

-20.5-j 164.8 OHMS

Poser=+ V 20.52+164.82=166.1 OHMS

trohri

be added v -
i'sli't=pveocl`L

solute valuy
to

e of Zabc is not needed
ce D. The

for
that but it will be required later.

Zr,ac + Zo
=20.5+400+5 22,608-j 464.8

-420.5+j 22,443.2 OHMS

V420.52+22,443.22=22,447 OM

Z,Ze 106(30-il 332)
Zee 2,+2, 1,000.030-j 332

100 (30-j 332)(1,000,030 +j 332)
1,000,0302 +3322

100 ( 30 X1,000,030+3322-31066332)
100,004 X 40,

=301-3332 OHMS

Note that the parallel branch, repre-
henting the leakage of the condenser

as the effect of adding only slightly
to the series resistance of the conden-
ser. In reality, the reactance has be-
come slightly smaller, but so slightly
that it cannot be seen in the three sig-
nificant figures above. The actual
value is now 332 ohms multiplied by
1,000,000/1,000,040.101124. This would

make the reacfive component 4 parts
in 100,000 smaller and the capacity
that much larger.

Zef is in parallel with Za-d and to
find the resultant impedance the same
rule is used again

(301 -j 332) 34205+j 225143.2)
450.6+j 22,111.2

420.5 X 30+ 22,443.2 X 332
450.6+3 22,111.2

j 30.1 X22,443.2 -j 420.5 X 332
450.6 +3 22,111.2

7,463,800 +3 535,930
450.6 +j 22,111.2

(1,463800+j 535,930)(450.6-322,1112)
450.62+ 22,111.22

7463,800 X 450.6+535,930X 22,111.2,
203,000 + 488,900,000

+j450.6 6535,390-j 7,463,800022,111.2
203,000 +488,900,000

-31.2-j 337.9 OHMS

and
Z0,1=1/ 31.2I+ 337.9,339 OHMS

while
4+2,,,e 200+31.2+j 11,304-

-j 337.9 - 231.2 +j 10,966 OHMS

1201-V 231.22+10,9662=10,970 OHMS

This differs in value from the result
found last month for Zo due to an
error in that very line in last month's
calculation. The result should have
read 10970 ohms approximately. The
hum voltages across the condensers
are found in the usual way and need
no further comment.
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